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Microsoft Windows Operating System users have been harassed by hackers and 

virus programmers ever since Windows �95 and internet browsing became mainstream to 

the PC. Since that time, the problems faced by PC users have existed in the form of 

hackers finding holes and bugs in Windows software coding. Also, more famously, the 

problems have come in the form of software viruses and worms written by programmers 

with ill intentions of harming PC systems. Viruses are introduced into PC systems via e-

mails in which viruses and worms are cleverly hidden through the use of misleading 

names attached to the e-mail. A PC user will unknowingly expose his system to a 

malicious virus program by opening the suspicious e-mail. Ever since this method of 

computer virus exposure became popular, those in the computer community with the 

appropriate knowledge began educating average or unskilled internet surfers on the ways 

to spot suspicious mail messages. New technologies designed to combat viruses and 

worms were also given to previously helpless internet surfers to help suppress these 

malicious programs.  

As users have adapted, so have the violators of the peace on the web. A new type 

of software is causing problems for internet users. Violators have changed their motives 

for infiltrating PC systems. Rather than for pure harassment of web surfers by shutting 

down countless personal computer systems, the lure of the opportunity to make and steal 

money from them has proven to be great. In order to get by the anti �virus software, 

which has become commonplace for any Windows user with access to the internet, 

violators are using a weapon which invites itself into a user�s system through many 

different kinds of downloads. The simplest and least assuming of these is the act of 



downloading a web page; which means that one can become infected with this new type 

of weapon simply by surfing the web and never being aware of the acquisition. Originally 

meant to track the online shopping habits and web page preferences of internet 

consumers, spyware is now being used to push advertisements in the form of pop �up 

windows into the path of web surfers. As an even more harmful use, spyware is being 

used to hijack web browsers and rearrange system settings, virtually taking PC control 

away from web surfers. Most frightening and harmful of all the mal uses is the ability of 

spyware to lie undetected in a PC system recording keystrokes and sending the recorded 

information back to the sender of the program. The FTC has defined spyware as, 

�software that aids in gathering information about a person or organization without their 

knowledge and which may send such information to another entity without the 

consumer�s consent, or asserts control over a computer without the consumer�s 

knowledge�(Ref: 3). It is only in the last year or so that spyware has become a widely 

recognized issue, as viruses and spam are still more famous. Windows users, however, 

have no trouble recognizing this issue as a high percentage of spyware is targeted 

exclusively at Microsoft�s Internet Explorer web browser. Microsoft wears the target on 

its back because its OS software serves the largest share of web surfing consumers.  

 The spyware problem in information technology has become so large in such a 

short amount of time that the federal government has already put in place several laws to 

counter these invasions of privacy. Among the most famous of these is the Computer 

Fraud and Abuse Act which makes unauthorized system intrusions illegal. Another more 

recent law put into place is the, �Spy Act, which aims to prevent software companies 

from installing spyware on users PCs without their knowledge, and anyone found guilty 



of breaching the act faces a fine of up to $3 million�(Ref:5). As secure as they sound, the 

federal laws have had little impact on the spyware problem. One big reason is the fact 

that most of the spyware is disguised as legitimate freeware tools. Like legitimate 

freeware, there is a drawn out end user license agreement attached which fools the 

consumer into giving his permission to the spyware installing itself into the PC system. 

Also stacked against these laws is the fact that a high percentage of spyware originates 

outside of the United States making it exempt from U.S. federal law enforcement. These 

loopholes leave the U.S. legal system unable to help the numerous Microsoft Windows 

users who continue to bear the brunt of these spyware attacks and whose consumer 

confidence in e-commerce continues to decline. Now it is clear that the PC user must take 

arms to defend its self against the three main types of spyware weapons in the web 

privacy violators� arsenals. 

The least harmful but perhaps most annoying of the types of spyware is adware. 

Adware is used as an e-commerce research data tool for marketers. Becoming an 

overwhelming problem to many web surfers, adware exists in the form of pop �ups, 

which are windows displaying any of a variety of product or service advertisements 

which open upon downloading a web page or clicking on a misleading link. Another 

form of adware is a cookie. A cookie is a file used to store consumer data. These are used 

only by the web site who installed it on the PC system. The most harmful act, although 

incredibly annoying and disrespectful of the privacy of the consumer, adware can be 

guilty of committing is slowing down the PC system. With many free tools available to 

consumers to aid in battling adware, Microsoft took a big step in the anti �spyware 

movement by making available Windows XP Service Pack 2 (Ref: 8). It is a free patch 



download for all XP users. Among its features is a pop up blocker with a customizable 

address list for situations in which you would prefer to allow pop �ups on particular web 

sites. Also, for Windows customers using an OS other than XP, a reliable free adware 

tool named Ad �Aware is available. A free pop up blocker for this same Windows group 

can be downloaded from the Yahoo! homepage. Cookies are a problem as they are 

usually stored in high numbers on an internet access capable PC system. They must be 

deleted often in order to prevent and reduce system slow downs. Cookie Monster (7) is 

one cookie blocking tool that windows 98, ME, NT, 2000, and XP users may download 

for free. The tool allows the user to manage all of the cookies collected on the machine. 

Provided in list form, it also allows for the viewing of the contents of each, which would 

help the user decide whether or not to preserve certain cookies such as login cookies or 

delete those which are not supplemental to a faster easier web surfing experience.  

The second type of spyware goes further than adware pop �ups and cookies to 

place products and services along the information superhighway. Browser hijackers are 

self installing programs which are obtained through simple downloads and enter a system 

without the knowledge of the web surfer. Once inside of a system, browser hijackers will 

change browser settings. The most devastating of these changes can be that of the web 

surfer�s home page to a home page advertising a particular and sometimes offensive 

product or service. Most often, browser hijackers are also serving as data miners which 

collect information on the particular consumer�s web surfing habits and transfer that to a 

central database. These central databases then sell the consumer information to marketing 

companies. There are a bundle of tools needed to combat browser hijacking. The first line 

of defense should be a well configured firewall. Windows XP Service Pack 2 provides a 



firewall which not only prevents unauthorized connections, but alerts the user every time 

an unauthorized connection is attempted. Also, for Windows OS consumers other than 

those that use XP, there is a free and highly rated firewall available and compatible to 

your 98, NT, or 2000 OS. The name of this tool is ZoneAlarm (Ref: 6). ZoneAlarm 

protects well against unauthorized system intrusions as it only allows understandable or 

user initiated traffic. ZoneAlarm also carries a security feature called Internet lock which 

will block internet traffic while the user is away from his computer. It can be set to 

initiate after a set period of time or as the screensaver activates. The second line of 

defense will be at least a pair of spyware removal programs. Ad �Aware is one free tool 

mentioned earlier in the discussion of adware. A second free tool is Spybot Search and 

Destroy. Note that these two tools are meant for the purpose of removing spyware 

already on the PC should any of it manage to get through the user�s firewall application. 

The third line of defense is the education of the user himself. There are many links and 

windows and web pages which can be easily identified as suspicious or misleading. 

Avoiding these consumer baits is just as powerful as the tools used to combat browser 

hijackers. 

The third form of spyware is the most devious. Keystroke loggers are programs 

which intrude a PC system and lye in hiding only with the task of recording every 

keystroke typed on a user�s keyboard. Keystroke loggers pose the biggest threat to web 

consumer�s who utilize online banking services and use their credit cards for purchases. 

Keystroke loggers do their most damage when they are able to record online bank 

account passwords, social security numbers, or when they are able to record credit card 

numbers typed through the use of the keyboard. This private information is then sent to 



the hacker who installed the program. Fortunately, the Windows community is not 

helpless against these criminals. Keylogger Hunter is the name of a free anti �keylogger 

tool which blocks 90 percent of keylogger programs. The other 10 percent of keylogger 

programs are written to operate within the kernel of the OS. The Keylogger Hunter (Ref: 

9) tool blocks the most popular type of keylogger programs known as �Hook �based 

keyloggers�. These malicious programs operate be requesting Windows to inform it 

about every key the user presses. The Keylogger Hunter tool counters this method by 

deleting Windows� information about the keys pressed in real time, thereby allowing no 

keyboard information to be recorded by the Hook �based keyloggers. Keylogger Hunter 

is available for the NT, 2000, and XP Windows OS.  

As positive and negative natured technology develops, Microsoft�s battles with 

the growing spyware epidemic will continue to intensify. Only one month after 

Microsoft�s release of a beta version of it�s new Antispyware software, a news service 

broke a report concerning a new malicious program which was released to target U.K. 

based online banking customers, �The program, named BankAsh-A, tries to disable 

Microsoft AntiSpyware and delete all files within its folder�(Ref: 4).  BankAsh-A also 

installs a keystroke logger in order to steal banking information from online banking 

customers. A senior technology consultant for Sophos Plc. observed, �this one is 

interesting because it seems to single out Microsoft's antispyware software for attack� 

(Ref: 4). It shall be a fact of life for the Windows community that most spyware will be 

written to exploit Microsoft products, especially the Internet Explorer web browser. It is 

because of this that the Windows faithful are beginning to lose faith and are adopting 

alternate browsers most notably Mozilla with Firefox. The change of browser preferences 



is sweeping the Microsoft community at such an alarming rate that early in 2005, �CEO 

Bill Gates finally acknowledged the browsing problem and announced that a more secure 

version of IE (7.0) will arrive in beta this summer.� (Ref: 2) The improved version 7.0 

will work on systems running XP Service Pack 2. Windows Media Player is another 

application that has been exploited by spyware. When instructed to play a file, if WMP 

can�t find the correct license for the particular copyright protected file then it will retrieve 

one from a valid Windows Media Digital Rights server. This step creates the opportunity 

to, �let some adware purveyors push spyware and adware onto users' PCs, especially 

those on peer-to-peer file-sharing networks like Kazaa� (Ref: 1). The BankAsh-A 

program is just a small illustration, while the IE web browser security problem is a 

majority of the big problems that the Microsoft community faces. Although the legal 

system seemingly has its hands tied, the spyware battle is not just technology versus 

technology. The education of the Microsoft Windows user in good security practices 

shall be the difference as the internet environment continues to get more dangerous. 
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